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Who wouldn't cherish a dream to drive a sports car? Of course majority of the men would! But
buying a sports car would not mean a practical solution. So, how does one fulfill this dream of
theirs? Sports Car Hire is therefore an ideal option through which they can not only drive their
dream car for real but also drive it as frequently as they want without having to invest a whopping
sum in it by buying the same. But if you are looking out for buying one and are fully poised to afford
one, then trying out the car on hire initially before you actually buy is also a good proposition.

Drive the car once by hiring it and you will soon realize that you have become the cynosure of all
eyes and there are many a heads turning in your direction when you are zooming past them. Such
is the reaction a real solid sports car will elicit from the people around you. It is definitely a status
symbol to drive a sports car and trying out the experience by hiring one is also a good option.

For instance there is a special day coming up soon and you would love to treat your people, you
may choose the sports car hire option and give them a big surprise too. Driving a car that comes in
with great levels of horsepower would definitely send your adrenaline racing. Such is the kind of
thrill people get when they drive a sports car and that is the basic reason why there is as much
demand too.

JL Sports Car Hire is one such online stop that offers the Lotus Exige S on rent, driving which gives
an out of the world experience to the driver. The same could be used as a prom car or as a wedding
car too. One can definitely make their marriage a very memorable one by opting for the sports car
hire service and have the D-day drive in the same. The online stop offers the service from just E199.

However, the pricing may change basing on whether it is an off season or peak season and whether
you are opting for daily hire or weekend hire. Extra mileage however is charged at Â£1 per every
mile. The online store also has the gift vouchers option for any amount and the voucher could be
redeemed within one year of purchase. Isn't this a great way of treating someone you care for? A
Lotus Exige S driving experience! It is just right as a birthday present or as a father's day present or
a Christmas present, and more as a competition prize too.
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